CONVERTIBLE TOPS

5 SKUS AVAILABLE

IS YOUR CONVERTIBLE STUCK IN THE GARAGE WITH A TORN TOP?
Dorman’s new direct replacement convertible tops restores the original convertible function and appearance
Rain rail included for a complete repair (where applicable)
Features DOT compliant rear window

IMPORT
926-500
Pop Code: IV
VIO: 225,193

FAILURE MODE:
• Failure results in water leaks and wind noise

DOOR ARM RESTS

OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE

A DIRECT REPLACEMENT FOR TOYOTA PRIUS APPLICATIONS
Reduce repair cost by replacing just the failed arm rest, instead of the entire door panel
All necessary hardware included for a complete repair
Easy to install - no special tools necessary for installation

IMPORT
924-838
Toyota Prius 2005-04
Pop Code: D
VIO: 150,035

FAILURE MODE:
• Cracked or broken arm rest

DOOR LATCH ASSEMBLIES

OVER 15 SKUS AVAILABLE

LOCKS AND SECURES VEHICLE DOOR IN CLOSED POSITION WHILE DRIVING
Constructed of quality materials for long-lasting durability
Plug and play - no wire splicing necessary
Direct replacement for a proper fit every time.

IMPORT
940-104
Chevrolet Cavalier 2005-95, Pontiac Sunfire 2005-95
Pop Code: II
VIO: 1,448,254

FAILURE MODE:
• Failure results in vehicle door not closing and locking properly

AUTO TRANS KICK DOWN SOLENOIDS

4 SKUS AVAILABLE

REMANUFACTURED TRANSMISSION SOLENOID PACK AVAILABLE FOR A WIDE VARIETY OF VEHICLE APPLICATIONS
Receives signal from vehicle’s TCM to shift the transmission in and out of gear
Completely remanufactured and tested for durability and quality assurance
Ready to install - plug and play design requires no programming

IMPORT
609-040
Pop Code: A
VIO: 7,282,986

FAILURE MODE:
• Inability to shift in and out of gear
• Failure results in contamination and deterioration of solenoids and pressure switches

DIESEL EMISSIONS FLUID (DEF) PUMP

NEW

A DIRECT REPLACEMENT FOR POPULAR FORD DIESEL TRUCK APPLICATIONS
Supplies DEF fluid to the SCR module
To assist with installation a syringe, mounting hardware and instructions are included
Plug and play design for easy installation

IMPORT
904-369
Ford 2015-11
Pop Code: C
VIO: 451,278

FAILURE MODE:
• The DEF pump crystallizes or pump becomes clogged
• Failure results in illumination of the check engine light and derated engine power

FUEL COOLER

NEW

NEW DIRECT REPLACEMENT DIESEL FUEL COOLER FOR POPULAR CHEV AND GM TRUCK APPLICATIONS
Cools and regulates diesel fuel cooler temperatures
Constructed of quality aluminum material for sustained reliability

IMPORT
904-180
Chevrolet 2010-01, GMC 2010-01
Pop Code: E
VIO: 919,193

FAILURE MODE:
• Higher than normal system operating temperatures
• Failure results in leaking gaskets, rust and collision damage
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**TURBOCHARGER UNISON RING**

**NEW**

A DIRECT REPLACEMENT FOR A VARIETY OF FORD DIESEL TRUCK APPLICATIONS

- Controls the turbocharger vanes in the exhaust housing to increase or decrease speed of the turbocharger
- Replacement of a failed turbo unison ring prevents damage to the turbocharger vanes and compressor wheel

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original unison ring becomes pitted or wears over time
- Failure results in low engine power and irregular turbo performance

**904-267**
Ford 2010-05
Pop Code: B
VIO: 476,733

**COOLANT FILLER NECK**

**LINE EXTENSION**

OVER 25 SKUS AVAILABLE

IN-DEMAND REPLACEMENT PART DUE TO HIGH FAILURE PRONE ORIGINAL PART

- Attaches the leaf spring to the frame of the vehicle
- Includes necessary bracket and mounting hardware for a complete repair
- Durable steel construction ensures a longer service life

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Rust and corrosion
- Failure results in sagging suspension and loose leaf spring

**902-680**
Toyota Yaris 2014-07
Pop Code: C
VIO: 409,582

---

**LEAF SPRING HANGERS**

**LINE EXTENSION**

OVER 25 SKUS AVAILABLE

IN-Demand REPLACEMENT PART DUE TO HIGH FAILURE PRONE ORIGINAL PART

- Attaches the leaf spring to the frame of the vehicle
- Includes necessary bracket and mounting hardware for a complete repair
- Durable steel construction ensures a longer service life

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Rust and corrosion
- Failure results in sagging suspension and loose leaf spring

**722-093**
Ford Explorer 2002-01, Ford Explorer Sport Trac 2002-01
Pop Code: A
VIO: 699,471

---

**TURBOCHARGER STUD KIT**

**LINE EXTENSION**

MOUNTS THE TURBOCHARGER TO THE EXHAUST MANIFOLD

- Hardness and corrosion tested to meet quality standards
- Turbocharger also available, sold separately

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Failure results in corrosion or stripped threads

**917-152**
Mazda 3 2013-07
Pop Code: B
VIO: 1,008,815

---

**CONSOLE LIDS**

**NEW**

OVER 15 SKUS AVAILABLE

REPLACEMENT LID FOR CENTER CONSOLES

- Includes all necessary hardware for a complete repair (where applicable)
- Reduce repair costs by replacing the broken lid, instead of the entire console
- Available in different colors to match the original interior design of the vehicle

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original lid becomes cracked over time
- Failure results in lid not closing properly

**924-832**
Volkswagen Golf 2002-01, Volkswagen Jetta 2005-02
Pop Code: C
VIO: 421,751

---

**SUNROOF SWITCH BEZEL**

**LINE EXTENSION**

AESTHETIC TRIM AROUND SUNROOF SWITCH

- Constructed of plastic material to match the original interior design
- Direct replacement for a proper fit every time
- Easy to install

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Failure results in loose sunroof switches

**924-821**
Chevrolet Cobalt 2010-05, Pontiac G5 2010-07, Pontiac Pursuit 2006-05
Pop Code: E
VIO: 940,587

---

**DURABILITY & PERFORMANCE**

- Achieved through superior design and engineering
- Ensures long-lasting performance and durability

---
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